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Context
• New module
• Level 3 UG
• Semester A, 2018/19
• 19 students
• 1 seminar group
• 1 x 2-hour class per week
• Participation marks (10%)
• Talis Aspire reading list Titian, The Allocution of the 

Marquis del Vasto to his Troops, El 
Prado (1540-41)



Weekly tasks
• Students post 2-3 comments 

on weekly reading 
– Questions
– How materials inter-relate 
– (mis)understanding
– Points of interest

• Used to help structure classes
• A record for individual essays







Total comments: 526
Week 5: 107 comments

7 other weeks had 40+ comments
Every student commented at least twice

12 students had 20+ comments 
1 student had 69 comments





What the students thought 
(online survey with 8/19 respondents)

• How often? 8/8 weekly

• Useful learning support? 8/8 yes

• Would you recommend? 8/8 yes



“It perpetuates discussion in seminars when combined with a 
participation mark. Everyone is able to contribute and has 
background knowledge for the week’s topic at a minimum.” 
“being able to make comments helps to better process the 
reading and makes it more memorable so it can be discussed in 
seminars.” 
“it actually makes you do the reading as the tutor knows when 
you have skipped it.” 
“When I don't completely understand the reading, seeing other 
people's comments can help me gain a better understanding” 
“It offers a platform for peer interaction and posing questions 
that seems more organic (and safer? less awkward at least) than 
in the seminar room.” 



Module evaluation

“Using TALIS elevate has really helped me 
understand the themes of the module better 
than I thought I would, and has really helped me 
with participation. I think basing the seminars 
around comments for the reading has worked 
really well, as people have an idea what to 
discuss and what issues to address.”  



Reflections
• Visibility
• Reward 
• Integration 
• Assessment
• Design


